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system colors

system content system focus

system interaction

system examples

the catch encouraged action validation

example 1 Ready to Cook! Become more interested in healthy 
cooking at our pop-up shop.

People are naturally interested in 
healthy eating, but they need a push 
to feel enabled.

example 2 Ready to Prep! Get a vegetable to cook with. A major obstacle to cooking for 
college students is time and effort to 
grocery shop.

example 3 Ready to Eat! Cook the first meal for a group of 
friends. Keep the cycle going and 
track group progress online.

When we do things with others in 
mind, we are more motivated to do 
well.

audience

College students who know how to 
cook and want to eat more healthily

intended steps

Users visit the pop-up shop. 

They receive a piece of produce 
in a brown paper bag with more 
information about the program.

User lands on website and finds a 
platform to collect recipes, select 
meal plans and organize groups.

They sign up, find a group and 
COOK.

Users continue cooking healthier 
meals, managing their meal plans 
and groups via the web. 

context rationale medium rationale

concept 1 Pop-up shop on campus Set up in open space on campus for 
greater exposure to target audience, 
college students.

Spatial To catch the attention of students 
walking by. Important to catch initial 
interest to introduce the system.

concept 2 Brown paper bag with tag Bag from pop-up shop carries fresh 
produce, while providing information 
and directing students to the website. 
Tag helps tie in website more.

Print Bag with eye-catching graphics 
increases excitement and interest. 
Tag may be more sustainable than 
bag.

concept 3 Web app platform Students find more options for the 
produce they received and become 
equipped with both food and recipes.

Web Digital medium allows for easy 
updating and browsing of schedules 
and recipes.
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